
Writing: Term 6 Week 6 – Getting Physical 

Animation: ‘The Best of Team GB at Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games’ 

 

Key learning point: Figurative language 

There are many types of figurative language however, in KS2, there are 5 that 

we often use and discuss: 

Simile: to compare a person or object with something else using ‘like’ or ‘as’. 

For example: ‘The snow glistened in the sun like a thousand diamonds.’ 

Metaphor: to say something is/was something else. For example: ‘The snow 

was a billowing, white ocean.’ (It isn’t really an ocean).  

Personification: to give an object a quality that we would usually associate 

with a person or animal. For example: ‘The bone-crushing cold sank its teeth 

into his bones.’  

Alliteration: two or more words in a sentence that start with the same letter 

for effect. For example: ‘The white, whirling wall of snowflakes surrounded 

them.’ 

Onomatopoeia: a word that is written as it sounds. For example: ‘When the 

thick snow slid from a branch, it fell with a muted thump to the ground.’ 

They are often seen in descriptions and poems and help to give the reader a 

clearer image of the setting or character.  

 

 

 



 

Writing task:  Today, you have chosen to write a bid for the Winter Olympics 

to be held in your country!  

Description: For this task, you will need to write a bid. A bid is a piece of 

writing that persuades your reader to act on something. In this case, you will 

be persuading your reader that your chosen city/country is the right place for 

the next Winter Olympics to be held.  

Some of you will choose England as your bid city, whereas others might want 

to choose a different country – maybe your family’s home country. Wherever 

you choose, you must convince the Olympic committee that your country is 

the best place! 

 

An Olympic bid must show the committee that you have considered the 

following: 

 

- That there are enough stadiums and sporting areas to host a range of games, 

near to the host city 

- Accommodation for the athletes from around the globe 

- Adequate transport for athletes and spectators 

- How it will help the host city and country (by providing for the economy) 

- How you would be able to provide coverage from the media 

As the winter Olympics include games that require specialist arenas and 

equipment, you will have to persuade the committee that work will be done to 

ensure your host city is ready.  

Checklist: 

 Figurative language 

 Persuasive language  

 Third person 

 Formally written 

 Information about how your country will cope with the Olympics being 

held 

 

 



Paragraph plan:  

Introduction: 

What and where your 
country is. Introduce why 
it would be a good place.  

- UK – London 
- Hosted the summer Olympics in 2012 

successfully and has a good reputation 
from this 

- Multicultural city 
- Historic setting 

Paragraph 1: 

Facilities your country 
has for sports.  
(You can make this up!) 

- Plans to build 8 Olympic-sized arenas to 
host a range of sports 

- Indoor ski slopes already in existence 
- Sport experts on standby to advise on the 

best conditions for different sports and 
how to get them 

- Architects have designed buildings to 
replicate the colder climates and 
conditions for snow-related sports 

Paragraph 2: 

Accommodation and 
travel 

- Already has the Olympic Park and 
accommodation from the last Olympics 

- Excellent transport links: the tube, buses, 
airports, over ground rail 

Paragraph 3: 
Media and coverage 

- Home to many iconic media hubs – BBC 
etc. 

- Houses of Parliament nearby for decision-
making 

- Royal family near for attendance of the 
games (will promote watching for viewers) 

- 51.9m (90% of the UK population) 
watching at least 15 minutes of coverage of 
the 2012 Olympics 

Design a logo/mascot (Here you can design your own mascot and logo 
for the Winter Olympics if they were to be held in 
your country of choice!) 

 

 

 

 

 



Here is an example: 

London (England) is simply the only place to host the 2022 Winter Olympics for 

a plethora of reasons. It is the epicentre of culture and diversity of the United 

Kingdom and stands tall to support a wide range of events, many of which 

have gone down in history. It is a known fact that the 2012 London Summer 

Olympics was one of the most iconic occasions in the history of the Olympic 

games. The whole country united together - drawing resources from within 

itself - to ensure that these games were safe, sincere and spectacular while 

being in-keeping with the true spirit of sport. Planning for the Winter Olympics 

is already being widely considered and no limit is too far for this grand and 

reputable city.  

 

 

Word Bank: 

 

Likewise… Additionally… As a result… Furthermore... Specifically… 

Undoubtedly… It is known… It is clear… It should be considered… 

unbelievable  historic extraordinary phenomenal diverse 

undeniable iconic plethora reputation reputable  

culture architecture epicentre hosting variety 

 

 

 

 


